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First-principles molecular-dynamics simulation of liquid rubidium under high pressures
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The effects of compression on the structural and electronic properties of liquid rubidium are studied along
the melting curve by means of a first-principles molecular-dynamics simulation. It is shown that the calculated
pair distribution functionsg(r ) are in good agreement with the experimental results for a wide range of
pressures; the liquid rubidium is compressed uniformly at 2.5 GPa, and there exist some deviations from the
uniform compression at 6.1 GPa. This structural change to a denser state is related to an electronics-d
transition in the liquid state. It is found that, near the triple point, the electronic density of states consists mostly
of the s component and, with increasing pressure, thes component decreases gradually over a wide range of
energy, and thed component near the Fermi level increases.@S0163-1829~97!06509-0#
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In recent papers,1,2 we have reported on the results of th
first-principles simulation of expanded liquid rubidium, an
clarified the characteristic features with decreasing den
along the liquid-vapor coexistence curve. The relation
tween the temperature dependence of the electron de
distributionr(r ) and the disordered configuration of ions h
been examined, and it has been shown that, at high temp
tures,r(r ) tends to localize due to the large spatial fluctu
tion of atomic density, while, near the triple point, it sprea
over all space.

On the other hand, we can study changes in the struct
and electronic properties with increasing density, if we go
towards higher pressure states along the melting curve,
there have been some experimental attempts in this res
Recently, Tsujiet al.3 have measured the pressure dep
dence of the static structure factorS(k) of liquid cesium by
x-ray-diffraction experiments. They have found that tw
transitions occur in the liquid state. One is a transition fro
a bcc-like structure to an fcc-like structure at about 2 G
and the other is a transition to a denser structure at 3;4 GPa.
They have discussed these transitions in relation to
pressure-induced phase transition in crystal cesium and
6s-5d electronic transition. More recently, they have me
sured theS(k) of liquid rubidium by x-ray diffraction at
pressures up to 6.1 GPa along the melting curve.4 It has been
found, by investigatingS(k) and the pair distribution func
tion g(r ), that the liquid rubidium is compressed uniform
up to about 2.5 GPa, i.e.,V/V050.7, whereV0 is the volume
at an ambient pressure; however a deviation appears fro
uniform compression at higher pressures. The first-peak
sition ofS(k) changes slightly less than the expectation, a
the first coordination number increases.

In a solid state under pressure, the heavy alkali me
exhibit a bcc→fcc transition before they transform into mo
550163-1829/97/55~9!/5708~4!/$10.00
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complex structures at higher pressures.5–7 From theoretical
studies,8–12 it has been pointed out that the occupation of t
d valence band plays an important role in these phase t
sitions. The basic microscopic mechanism of this electro
s-d transition in solid phases has been understood by b
structure calculations.8,12 So far, however, the electroni
transtion in liquid phase under compresstion has not b
clarified yet.

In the present paper, we investigate the structural
electronic properties of liquid rubidium under pressure
the first-principles molecular-dynamics~MD! simulation.
The purposes of this paper are as follows:~i! to compare the
structural results obtained by our simulation with recent
periments by Tsujiet al.,4 and~ii ! to examine how the elec
tronic s-d transition occurs in the liquid state.

Our calculations are performed within the framework
the density functional theory utilizing the local densi
approximation.13 Electronic wave functions are expanded
the plane-wave~PW! basis set. The energy functional
minimized for each ionic configuration using an iterati
scheme based on the preconditioned conjugate-grad
method.14–16The fractional occupancy of each state is tak
into account in applying the first-principles MD simulatio
to the liquid metals.17 Since we need a large PW cutoff en
ergy to expand the deepd pseudopotential in the case of
conventional norm-conserving pseudopotential,18 we use the
ultrasoft pseudopotential proposed by Vanderbilt19 to reduce
the computational cost. The core correction20 is included in
our simulation.

Using the Nose´-Hoover thermostat technique,21 the equa-
tions of motion are solved via the velocity Verlet algorith
with time stepDt54.8310215 s. The supercell contains 5
rubidium atoms with periodic boundary conditions. Th
simulations are carried out at three different densities
5708 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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temperatures along the melting curve:~1.459 g/cm3, 350 K!
near the triple point,~2.055 g/cm3, 520 K!, and ~2.850
g/cm3, 570 K!, which correspond to the pressures, 0, 2
and 6.1 GPa, respectively. Only the Bloch functions at
G point are used, and the wave functions and electron den
are expanded in the plane waves with an energy cutoff of
and 50 Ry, respectively. The system is equilibrated dur
the first 2 ps in every simulation. The quantities of inter
are obtained by averaging those over about 3 ps after
initial equilibration. During the simulations, the conserv
quantities in the Nose´-Hoover dynamics are kept consta
with fluctuations being less than 1022 mRy/atom.

The pair distribution functionsg(r ) calculated at 0, 2.5
and 6.1 GPa are shown, respectively, in Figs. 1~a!, 1~b!, and
1~c!, and compared with the corresponding experimen
results.4,22,23 The calculations ofg(r ) are extended up to
distances equal to a half-diagonal of the supercells.24 From
Fig. 1~a!, we see that the calculated result near the tri
point is in good agreement with the experimental results.
higher pressures, the calculated results are also in agree
with the experimental results, though some deviations fr
the experimental results are recognized, especially for
GPa. The experimentalg(r ) are obtained by a Fourier trans

FIG. 1. The pair distribution functionsg(r ) calculated at~a! ~0
GPa, 350 K!, ~b! ~2.5 GPa, 520 K!, and ~c! ~6.1 GPa, 570 K!,
compared with the experimental results. The solid line shows
g(r ) obtained by these calculations. The dashed and dotted line
~a! show the experimental results of Franzet al. ~Ref. 22! and
Waseda~Ref. 23!, respectively. The dashed lines in~b! and ~c!
show the experimental results of Tsujiet al. ~Ref. 4!.
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formation of the static structure factorsS(k) which are di-
rectly measured by x-ray diffraction. Since the data ofS(k)
in the smallk region,k,1 Å21, are not obtained by Tsuj
et al., theg(r ) derived from the experimentalS(k) has some
ambiguities. We should notice that it is very difficult to d
termine accurately the density of liquid metals under h
pressures. Considering these facts, we have succeeded
producing the structure of liquid rubidium for a wide rang
of pressures.

It is found that the position of the first peak shifts towar
a smallerr under increasing pressure, and that the heigh
the first peak is almost unchanged though it decrea
slightly at 6.1 GPa. These features are qualitatively differ
from the density dependence of theg(r ) along the liquid-
vapor coexistence curve; when the density decreases
the triple point up to the critical point, the position of the fir
peak does not change, and its height decreases, causin
decrease of the coordination number. To examine the st
tural change in more detail, the position of the first pe
r peakof theg(r ) and the coordination number are plotted
Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!, respectively, as functions of (V/V0)

1/3.

We define the coordination number as 2r*0
rpeak4pr 2g(r )dr.

From Fig. 2~a!, we see that the position of the first peak
6.1 GPa deviates from the uniform compression, while th
is no deviation at 2.5 GPa. It is found from Fig. 2~b! that the
coordination number increases to about 11 at 6.1 GPa, w
it is almost 8 at 0 and 2.5 GPa. Therefore, it is concluded t
the liquid rubidium is compressed uniformly at 2.5 GPa, a

e
in

FIG. 2. ~a! Position of the first peakr peak(r peak/r 0
peak) of the pair

distribution functiong(r ), and ~b! the coordination number as
function of (V/V0)

1/3, wherer 0
peakandV0 are the position of the first

peak and the volume at an ambient pressure, respectively.
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there exist some deviations from a uniform compression
6.1 GPa, which means a structural change to a denser s
ture. These features are in good agreement with those
gested by Tsujiet al.4

Since an interest exists in clarifying the relation betwe
the changes in the atomic configuration and the electro
states, we investigate the effects of compression on the e
tronic density of states~DOS!.

The projected DOSDl(E) with l being the angular mo
mentum is calculated from the one-electron energy w
weighting factor, which is obtained by integrating wa
functions projected by the spherical harmonics inside
sphere of radiusR. The center of the sphere is the position
each atom. It should be noted that the radiusR is arbitrarily
chosen, and so the sum ofDl(E) with respect tol is not
equal to the total DOSD(E). We choose almost the ha
distance of the closest approach as the value ofR, i.e.,
R51.85, 1.65, and 1.48 Å for 0, 2.5, and 6.1 GPa, resp
tively. WhenDl(E) were calculated with different values o
R, we could obtain qualitatively similar results unless u
physically small values are chosen.

The G-point sampling in the first-principles MD simula
tion would not be satisfactory to describe details of the el
tronic structure such as the DOS, and it is important to r
ognize that adequatek-point sampling is essential. W
therefore use the conventional tenk points with the appro-
priate weights in a cubic first Brillouin zone. The average
taken over five atomic configurations as well as tenk points.

In Fig. 3,D(E) andDl(E) with l50,1, and 2 are shown
whereDl(E) are normalized so that the sum ofDl(E) with

FIG. 3. Electronic density of statesD(E) and its l component
Dl(E) with l50 ~circle!, 1 ~triangle!, and 2~diamond! at ~a! 0 , ~b!
2.5, and~c! 6.1 GPa.
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respect tol givesD(E). The origin of energy is taken to b
the Fermi level. It is seen from Fig. 3~a! that, near the triple
point, the total DOSD(E) consists mostly of thes compo-
nent, which has almost aAE dependence, and that thep and
d components are small. With increasing pressure and d
sity, thes component decreases gradually over a wide ra
of energy, and thed component near the Fermi level in
creases, while the behavior of thep component is almos
unchanged. At 6.1 GPa, the main contribution toD(E)
around the Fermi level is due to thed component as shown
in Fig. 3~c!. Thus, it is shown that the electronics-d transi-
tion occurs gradually in the liquid rubidium, and that th
structural change to a denser state at about 6.1 GPa is re
to this electronic transition.

In the previous paper,1 the electron-ion pair correlation
function gei(r ) of the expanded liquid rubidium has bee
investigated in detail. To investigate the effects of compr
sion ongei(r ), we calculategei(r ), whose definition is given
in Ref. 1, at 0 and 6.1 GPa, and the calculatedgei(r ) are
shown in Fig. 4. As for the pressure dependence ofgei(r ),
we can see the following characteristic features:~i! The po-
sition of the first peak ofgei(r ) does not change with increas
ing pressure, while the first minimum and the second ma
mum shift towards a smallerr , resulting from the fact that
the position of the first peak ofg(r ) shifts in the same way
when the pressure is increased.~ii ! With increasing pressure
the heights of the first and second peaks of thegei(r ) do not
change so much, which suggests that the correlation betw
the electronic and the ionic densities does not vary with
pressure. This feature is qualitatively different from that o
tained when the liquid rubidium is expanded along t
liquid-vapor coexistence curve.1

In summary, the effects of compression on the structu
and electronic properties of liquid rubidium are studied
means of a first-principles molecular-dynamics simulation
which the Kohn-Sham energy functional is minimized f
each ionic configuration using the iterative scheme based
the preconditioned conjugate-gradient method. It is sho
by investigating the electronic density of states in detail, t
the structural change to a denser state at 6.1 GPa is relat

FIG. 4. Electron-ion correlation functionsgei(r ) at 0 ~solid line!
and 6.1~dashed line! GPa.
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an electronics-d transition in the liquid state. The pressu
dependence of the electron-ion pair correlation funct
gei(r ) is also discussed.
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